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We provide evidence regarding the relationship between director training programs and im-
proved financial reporting. Director Training Programs (DTP) help directors better understand the 
specific context in which a firm operates, including its operations and environment; awareness of 
business norms and values; standards of probity and accountability; and their fiduciary duties as 
an agent of investors. This study explores a recent requirement for director training and its effect 
on the quality of financial reporting for publicly listed companies in three eastern countries. This 
study examines the relationship between DTP and the quality of financial reporting of Australian, 
Malaysian and Pakistani publicly listed companies by using a sample of data from 2011 to 2013. 
We determined that Australian companies that incur additional DTP expenditures and have a 
flexible training schedule (Online DTP)improve their financial reporting quality and that a well-
established DTP positively affects financial reporting quality in Malaysia. In addition, the results 
indicate that firm size negatively affects financial reporting quality in the Asia Pacific and older 
companies (firm age) suffer from low-quality financial reporting.

Introduction
Recent accounting scandals in the international finan-
cial community have raised many concerns regarding 
the quality of periodical financial disclosures (Agrawal 
& Chadha, 2005; Bowen, Call, & Rajgopal, 2010). 
Several prominent companies have suffered from ac-
counting fraud and incompetent management, includ-
ing Enron, WorldCom, HIH Insurance, and Parmalat, 

which has weakened principals’ (investors) confidence 
in Agents (directors)and the eminence of financial re-
ports (Beekes & Brown, 2006; Brown & Caylor, 2006; 
Firth, Fung, & Rui, 2007; Karamanou & Vafeas, 2005; 
Petra, 2007). Now, more than ever before, directors 
must understand their fiduciary, legal and ethical re-
sponsibilities because the bar has been raised. Inves-
tors’ confidence in corporations has reached an all-
time low, and the role of directors has become even 
more challenging and demanding (Bowen et al., 2010; 
Easley & O’Hara, 2004; Grossman & Haskisson, 1998; 
Peasnell, Pope, & Young, 2005;). According to Sloan 
(2001), financial information is the first source of in-
dependent and factual communication regarding the 
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